Companies’ workforces are rapidly moving towards working remotely and online,
and Ascent Solutions is assisting them to make the transition as smooth and secure
as possible. We are reacting within hours in some cases, bolstering companies’
eﬀorts to continue to operate during and after the COVID-19 pandemic.

WITHIN 2-4 HOURS
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          - Many companies are executing their Business Continuity
Plans during this outbreak. Ascent can assist with implementing your BCP or
help you rapidly develop one which addresses your most immediate needs.
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      - While
you reallocate your resources to support your

company’s COVID-19 response, let us keep your projects going. When you’re
ready to get back to business-as-usual, your projects will still be on track.

WITHIN 24 HOURS
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- Whether you’ve recently
deployed Teams and need assistance securing it for remote connectivity, you
haven’t yet deployed and need a partner to assist with an escalated deployment
strategy, or your users need more education to drive fast adoption, Ascent’s
team of technical consultants and change managers can help.
         
    - Our team can quickly evaluate your current VDI and
determine how best to help out, including immediate implementation of
Ascent’s unique solution to quickly expand remote worker connectivity in the
cloud - oﬀering employee access from almost any device to a secure and
supported Windows 10/7 workstation.

          
    
    - Ascent can help your rapid
deployment and adoption of Teams as your workforce moves remote on short
notice via Microsoft’s new People Management Framework.

                       - With our Remote Access Advisory
service, and our Rapid Conditional Access oﬀering, Ascent can help you conﬁgure
your environment so that remote users and data are secure, regardless of where
and on what device they are performing work.
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             - As you respond to the

immediate demand to work remotely, Ascent can assist with your Privileged
Remote Access solution from BeyondTrust. Let us help you quickly leverage
BeyondTrust’s powerful security suite.

WITHIN THE NEXT WEEK

